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 Chromatography is a physical process whereby 
components ( solutes )  of a sample mixture are 
separated by their differential distribution between 
stationary & mobile phases .

 Planar & column are two basic forms of 
chromatography .

High performance liquid chromatography is a form of 
column chromatography .



 During column chromatography process mobile phase 
carries the sample through the column containing 
stationary phase .

 As the mobile phase flows through the stationary 
phase the solutes may 

1) Reside only on stationary phase ( no migration ) ,
2) Reside only in the mobile phase ( migration with 

mobile phase ) ,
3) Distribute between two phases ( differential 

migration ) . 



 The basis of all forms of chromatography is partition 
or distribution coefficient ( Kd ) .

 Kd describes the way the solute distribute it self 
between two immiscible phases . 

Distribution  coefficient is a constant at a given 
temperature for two immiscible phases A & B .

concentration in phase A 
Kd = 

concentration in phase B





 In column chromatography , the stationary phase 
may be pure silica or polymer , or it may be coated 
onto , or chemically bonded to, support particles .

The stationary phase may be coated into a tube , 
or it is coated on inner surface of the tube .

When the mobile phase is liquid it is called liquid 
chromatography ( LC ) .

When the stationary phase in LC consists of smaller 
diameter particles the technique is high 
performance liquid chromatography .



 In analytical liquid chromatography the mobile phase 
or eluent  , exits from the column & passes through a 
detector or a series of detectors that produce a series 
of electronic signals that are plotted as a function of 
time distance or volume , the resulting graph is a 
chromatogram .

 The retention time ( tR ) is the time taken for each 
analyte peak to emerge from the column .



Under defined chromatographic conditions    tR is a 
charcteristic of the analyte .

 The volume of the mobile phase required to elute the 
analyte under defined chromatographic conditions is 
referred to as retention  ( or ) elution volume ( VR ) .

VR = tR Fc 



 Eluting solutes are displayed graphically as a series of 
peaks , they are frequently referred to as 
chromatographic peaks .

 These peaks are described in terms of peak width , 
peak height  & peak area . 

 The data represented by the chromatogram are used 
to help identify & quantify the solutes .



Most important parameter in column chromatography 
is the partition ratio              ( or ) capacity ratio  K’ .

 Capacity ratio has no units & it is a measure of the 
additional time the analyte takes to elute from the 
column relative to an unretained or excluded analyte 
that does not partition into stationary phase .



 K’ = tR – tM   = VR – VM  
tM                VM

 Capacity ratios characterize the column performance .
 The success of any chromatographic procedure is 

measured by it’s ability to separate completely ( 
resolve ) one analyte from a mixture of similar 
compounds .

 Peak resolution ( Rs )is related the properties of the 
peaks .





 Rs = 2 ( tRB – tRA )
WA + WB

 tRA & tRB are the retention times of compounds A & B 
respectively , & WA & WB are base widths of peaks for 
A & B , respectively .

When Rs = 1.5 the separation of the two peaks is 99.7 
% complete .

 In most practical cases Rs value of 1.0 corresponds to 
98 % of separation , are adequate for quantitative 
analysis .



 Peak asymmetry has many causes , 

1) Application of too much analyte to the column ,
2) Poor packing of the column , 
3) Poor application of the sample to the column or 

solute support interactions .  



 Chromatography columns consists of number of 
adjacent zones each zone is called theoretical plate & 
its length in the column is called plate height .

 The more efficient the column the greater the number 
of theoretical plates are involved .

N = 16 ( tR/W )2



 The plate number can be increased by increasing the 
column length, but there is a limit to this because the 
retention time & peak width increases proportionally L 
, where as the peak height decreases as the square 
root of N .





 Good resolution is determined by the following 3 
functions :

1) Selectivity , 
2) Efficiency ,
3) Capacity .
 Selectivity is a measure of inherent ability of the 

system to discriminate between structurally 
related compounds .

 Two structurally related compounds differ in Kd 
or K’ .

 Ratio of partition coefficient of two compounds 
gives relative retention ratio ,α .



 Efficiency is the measure of diffusion effects that 
occur in the column to cause peak broadening & over 
lap . 

 Capacity is a measure of the amount of material that 
can be resolved without causing peaks to overlap 
irrespective of actions like gradient elution .



 The limit to the length of the column is due the 
problem of peak broadening .

 The number of theoretical plates is related to the 
surface area of the stationary phase therefore  smaller 
the particle size of the stationary phase , the better is 
the resolution.

 The Smaller the paritcle size , the greater is the 
resistance to flow of the mobile phase .



 The resistance in flow causes back pressure in the 
column that is sufficient to damage the matrix 
structure of the stationary phase  .

 The new smaller particle size stationary phases that 
can withstand high pressures caused dramatic 
development in the column chromatography .
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